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ABSTRACT. We construct a geometric lifting of the Burge correspondence as a composition
of local birational maps on generic Young-diagram-shaped arrays. We prove a fundamen-
tal link with the geometric Robinson-Schensted-Knuth correspondence and with the geo-
metric Schu¨tzenberger involution. We also show a number of properties of the geometric
Burge correspondence, also specializing them to the case of symmetric input arrays. In
particular, our construction shows that such a mapping is volume preserving in log-log
variables. As an application, we consider a model of two polymer paths of given length
constrained to have the same endpoint, known as polymer replica. We prove that the dis-
tribution of the polymer replica partition function in a log-gamma random environment
is a Whittaker measure, and deduce the corresponding Whittaker integral identity. For a
certain choice of the parameters, we notice a distributional identity between our model
and the symmetric log-gamma polymer studied by O’Connell, Seppa¨la¨inen, and Zygouras
(2014).
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. BACKGROUND. The Robinson-Schensted-Knuth (RSK) correspondence [Knu70], the
Burge correspondence [Bur74], and the Schu¨tzenberger involution [Sch77] are celebrated
combinatorial bijections, classically described in terms of operations on (generalized) per-
mutations, integer matrices, words, and Young tableaux. These correspondences play a
fundamental role in algebraic combinatorics, especially in the theory of symmetric func-
tions. See [Ful97; Sta99] for more details on these correspondences.
The RSK correspondence is classically described as a map between non-negative in-
teger matrices and pairs of semistandard Young tableaux of the same shape, through a
row insertion algorithm. It can be used to prove various Cauchy-Littlewood identities,
thus connecting to Schur functions [Sta99]. From a probabilistic point of view, RSK and
Schur functions provide the solvable structure for various profoundly related probabilis-
tic models such as longest increasing subsequences in random permutations, directed last
passage percolation, the corner growth model, and the totally asymmetric simple exclu-
sion process – see the seminal works [BDJ99; Joh00; BR01a].
Fomin [Fom88] and Roby [Rob91] first expressed the RSK correspondence in terms of
local growth rules. Berenstein and Kirillov [BK01] described it explicitly in terms of piece-
wise linear functions, i.e. operations in the pmax,`q-semiring, thus allowing the extension
to input matrices with real (not necessarily integer) entries. Furthermore, such a piecewise
linear description is naturally prone to be extended to generic Young-diagram-shaped in-
put arrays (not necessarily rectangular). The latter aspect was useful to study last passage
percolation models with point-to-line and point-to-half-line path geometries and/or var-
ious symmetries on the input weights: this lead to new exact formulas for such models in
terms of all the irreducible characters of the classical groups, in particular symplectic and
orthogonal Schur polynomials [Bis18; BZ19b; BZ19c].
The Burge correspondence is, in the classical combinatorial description, a variant of
the RSK mapping that bijectively transforms a non-negative integer matrix into a pair of
semistandard Young tableaux of the same shape, through a column insertion algorithm.
Its description in terms of piecewise linear functions is due to van Leeuwen [VL05] – see
also [Kra06; Bet18]. The Burge correspondence, analogously to RSK, can be used to study
last passage percolation models; for a recent application, see [BCGR20].
The Schu¨tzenberger involution is classically described as an evacuation algorithm, or
equivalently a sequence of jeu de taquin operations on a (semi)standard Young tableau. It
can be shown to be indeed an involution and to preserve the shape of the tableau. It can be
alternatively described as a piecewise linear function on Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns [BK96]
and, as such, extended to input patterns with real entries. Schu¨tzenberger involution and
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jeu de taquin have been also proven to be fundamental tools in combinatorial probability –
see e.g. [RS´15].
Considering the piecewise linear description of the above bijections, one may formally
replace the operations pmax,`q of the “tropical” semiring with the operations p`,ˆq of
the usual algebra. Following [OSZ14], we call such a procedure geometric lifting and the re-
sulting bijections geometric, from the theory of geometric crystals [BK07]. In particular, the
geometric RSK correspondence is a birational mapping on matrices with positive real entries,
while the geometric Schu¨tzenberger involution is a birational involution on triangular (more
generally, trapezoidal) arrays with positive real entries. They have been both introduced
by Kirillov [Kir01] and further studied by Noumi and Yamada [NY04].
The geometric RSK correspondence and Whittaker functions, together, explain the solv-
able structure of certain p1` 1q-dimensional models of random directed polymers in a random
environment. These statistical physics models were introduced in [HH85] and have been
the object of intense research over the past thirty years – see [Com17] for a recent review.
By directed lattice path of length n´ 1 we mean any sequence pi “ ppip1q, . . . ,pipnqq P pN2qn
such that ‖pipi` 1q ´ pipiq‖1 “ 1 for 1 ď i ď n ´ 1 and ‖pipnq ´ pip1q‖1 “ n ´ 1; only
two consecutive directions are thus allowed for the whole path, for example south and
east (see Figure 1). Denote by Πm,n the set of all directed lattice paths from p1, 1q to
pm,nq P N2, and let pWi,jqpi,jqPN2 be a field of positive independent random weights,
known as random environment. We define on Πm,n the quenched probability, known as
point-to-point polymer measure,
Pm,nppiq :“ 1Zm,n
ź
pi,jqPpi
Wi,j for pi P Πm,n , (1.1)
where the normalizing point-to-point polymer partition function is
Zm,n :“
ÿ
piPΠm,n
ź
pi,jqPpi
Wi,j . (1.2)
We remark that, in the statistical physics literature, the directed path pi is often viewed
as the trajectory of a p1` 1q-dimensional simple walk and the random variables Wi,j are
viewed as Gibbs weights, i.e. exponential functions of a random energy divided by the
temperature of the system.
If one applies the geometric RSK map to the (random) input matrix pWi,jq1ďiďm, 1ďjďn,
it turns out that the output matrix contains the partition function (1.2) as the entry pm,nq.
This is a general fact. Furthermore, for some specific choices of the random environment,
the properties of the geometric RSK map also permit finding exact formulas for the dis-
tribution of the partition function. The most studied exactly solvable polymer model is
known as the log-gamma polymer and was introduced in [Sep12]. In this model, all the
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p1, 1q
p10, 10q
p1, 1q
ti` j “ 11u
FIGURE 1. On the left-hand figure, a directed lattice path from p1, 1q to pn,nq,
with n “ 10. The dotted antidiagonal line ti` j “ n` 1u divides the path
into two parts, denoted by a solid red line and a dashed blue line respectively.
Any such a path can be bijectively mapped into a pair of paths of length n´ 1
constrained to have the same endpoint. This is illustrated on the right-hand
figure, where the blue path is just reflected about the antidiagonal.
weights follow an inverse-gamma law (so that the corresponding Gibbs weights are log-
gamma distributed).
Corwin, O’Connell, Seppa¨la¨inen, and Zygouras [COSZ14] linked the distribution of the
log-gamma polymer partition function to Whittaker functions, in their integral formula-
tion given by Givental [Giv97]. Their argument was based on a fundamental connection
between the geometric RSK correspondence and GLnpRq-Whittaker functions, analogous
to the well-known relationship between the RSK map and Schur functions. The analog of
the Cauchy-Littlewood identity in this setting turned out to be a certain Whittaker integral
identity due to Bump [Bum89] and Stade [Sta02].
Subsequently, O’Connell, Seppa¨la¨inen, and Zygouras [OSZ14] provided a new descrip-
tion of the geometric RSK as a composition of several local birational maps on the entries
of the input matrix, deducing that the geometric RSK is volume preserving in log-log
variables. Besides, they began the study of the geometric RSK map in the presence of
symmetry constraints, analyzing the corresponding polymer models and Whittaker mea-
sures. This program drew inspiration from the work of Baik and Rains [BR01a] on RSK
with symmetries, last passage percolation, and Schur measures, and aimed at studying
their non-determinantal analogs in the polymer setting. In particular, [OSZ14] focused
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on symmetric input matrices, i.e. such that Wi,j “ Wj,i for all i, j, proving that the vol-
ume preserving property still holds in this setting. This allowed studying the log-gamma
polymer in a symmetric environment and obtaining the distribution of its partition func-
tion as a (different) Whittaker measure. The corresponding Whittaker integral identity is
equivalent to a formula for the Mellin transform of a GLnpRq-Whittaker function due to
Stade [Sta01].
The log-gamma polymer with point-to-line or point-to-half-line path geometries (with
or without symmetry), where the polymer path has a fixed length but the endpoint is
not fixed, has been analyzed by Bisi and Zygouras [BZ19a]. Denote by Πn the set of all
directed lattice paths of length n´ 1 starting at p1, 1q. Analogously to the point-to-point
case, one can then define the point-to-line polymer measure
Pnppiq :“ 1Zn
ź
pi,jqPpi
Wi,j for pi P Πn , (1.3)
where the normalizing point-to-line polymer partition function is
Zn :“
ÿ
piPΠn
ź
pi,jqPpi
Wi,j . (1.4)
Their main contribution of [BZ19a] was to express the distribution of Zn in terms of
SO2n`1pRq-Whittaker functions. Here, the fundamental tool was the geometric RSK map
extended to generic polygonal (not necessarily rectangular) input arrays, already used
in [NZ17].
1.2. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS WORK. In this work, we continue the program initiated
in [OSZ14] of studying polymer models in symmetric environments and we focus on a
persymmetric environment, a case that was out of the scope of the approach of [OSZ14] and
could not be covered therein. Namely, we consider a weights’ matrix pWi,jq1ďi,jďn that is
symmetric about the antidiagonal, i.e. such that Wi,j “ Wn´j`1,n´i`1 for all i, j. Notice
that the point-to-point persymmetric polymer partition function can be written as
Zn,n “
ÿ
piPΠn,n
ź
pi,jqPpi
Wi,j “
ÿ
pa,bq :
a`b“n`1
¨˝ ÿ
piPΠa,b
ź
pi,jqPpi
W
1
i,j
‚˛loooooooooooomoooooooooooon
“Z 1a,b
¨˝ ÿ
rpiPΠa,b
ź
pk,lqPrpiW
1
k,l
‚˛
loooooooooooomoooooooooooon
“Z 1a,b
, (1.5)
where W 1i,j :“
a
Wi,j for i` j “ n` 1 and W 1i,j :“ Wi,j for i` j ă n` 1, so that Z 1a,b is
the point-to-point partition function with endpoint pa,bq on the line ta` b “ n` 1u and
associated with the modified environment pW 1i,jq. The “path transformation” that justifies
the identity above is illustrated in Figure 1. Thus, remarkably, from the physical point of
view, the point-to-point persymmetric polymer partition function can be interpreted as
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the replica partition function for two polymer paths of length n´ 1 in the same environment
pW 1i,jq, constrained to coincide at the endpoint:
Z
repl
n :“
ÿ
pa,bq :
a`b“n`1
`
Z
1
a,b
˘2
. (1.6)
Replicas are important observables in statistical mechanics, as they can provide insights
into the properties of the models. For polymer models, replicas can shed light on localiza-
tion phenomena [BC16; Com17; Cha19; BC19; Bat19]. As a consequence of the connection
with the persymmetric polymer, the present work leads to the computation of the Laplace
transform of the replica partition function (1.6), which will be expressed as an integral of
special functions called Whittaker functions (more in-depth explanations will be given later
on and the detailed formulas can be found in Section 6).
One might be also interested in the normalized version of the polymer replica parti-
tion function, also called polymer overlap, which represents the probability that two paths
of given length sampled from the point-to-line polymer measure (1.3) meet at their fi-
nal step. It turns out that such a probability can be readily computed in terms of the
replica partition function Zrepln and the point-to-line partition function Z
1
n in the environ-
ment pW 1i,jq. To see this, consider two Pn-independent paths pi “ ppip1q, . . . ,pipnqq, rpi “
prpip1q, . . . , rpipnqq P Πn in the environment pW 1i,jq, and compute
Pn
`
pipnq “ rpipnq˘ “ ÿ
pi,rpiPΠn :
pipnq“rpipnq
PnppiqPnprpiq “ 1pZ 1nq2
ÿ
pa,bq :
a`b“n`1
pZ 1a,bq2 “ Z
repl
n
pZ 1nq2
.
It would be also interesting to establish the law of the overlap, but we clarify that the
method developed in this work only covers the unnormalized replica partition function.
Notice that the law of the point-to-line partition function, which plays the role of nor-
malization in the above identity, has been determined in [BZ19a] in terms of orthogonal
Whittaker functions.
A key to the problem of studying the distribution of the persymmetric polymer parti-
tion function is to prove a volume preserving property for the geometric RSK correspondence
restricted to persymmetric matrices, as we now explain. The image of a persymmetric ma-
trix w “ pwi,jq1ďi,jďn under the geometric RSK map is a matrix t “ pti,jq1ďi,jďn whose
lower and upper triangular parts are Schu¨tzenberger dual of each other. This is a conse-
quence of the fact that the geometric RSK map commutes with the matrix transposition,
together with Theorem 3.1. Therefore, the map pwi,jqi`jďn`1 ÞÑ pti,jqiďj is a bijection.
Proving a volume preserving property for such a bijection would permit obtaining the
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distribution of the persymmetric polymer partition function as a Whittaker measure, us-
ing similar techniques as in [OSZ14]. However, as the persymmetric constraints are “non-
local” with respect to the order of composition of the local maps, it is not possible to prove
the desired property from the geometric RSK construction as given in [OSZ14].
Our alternative approach to the analysis of the persymmetric polymer, instead, will
consist in constructing and studying what we call the geometric Burge correspondence. We
define it as a sequence of local birational maps, as done in [OSZ14] for geometric RSK, via
geometric lifting of the piecewise linear description of the combinatorial Burge correspon-
dence presented (with minor differences) in [VL05; Kra06; Bet18]. Notice that, wherever
possible, we work with generic Young-diagram-shaped arrays instead of matrices. One of
our main results, Theorem 3.2, links together the three geometric correspondences (RSK,
Burge, and Schu¨tzenberger), via column/row mirror reflection of the input matrix. We
will prove Theorem 3.2 by using the description of the three geometric correspondences
in terms of local maps and applying induction several times.
Let us now connect this construction to polymer models. Define Π˚m,n to be the set of
all directed lattice paths from pm, 1q to p1,nq; notice that this set is “dual” to Πm,n, in the
sense that its paths connect the other pair of opposite vertices of the rectangle r1,ms ˆ
r1,ns. Define also the dual partition function as
Z
˚
m,n :“
ÿ
piPΠ˚m,n
ź
pi,jqPpi
Wi,j . (1.7)
We then have that the image T “ pTi,jq1ďiďm, 1ďjďn of the matrixW “ pWi,jq1ďiďm, 1ďjďn
under the geometric Burge correspondence contains the dual partition function Z˚m,n as
the entry Tm,n. This will be an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2 and of the afore-
mentioned fact that the geometric RSK output matrix contains the “usual” partition func-
tion Zm,n defined in (1.2) as the entry Tm,n.
It is clear that the partition function on a persymmetric input matrixW coincides with
the dual partition function on the symmetric input matrix obtained by reversing the rows
of W. This, along with the observations above, explains why we can use the geometric
Burge correspondence to study the persymmetric polymer partition function. This ap-
proach turns out to be far more convenient, as we need to deal with symmetric (instead
of persymmetric) input matrices. As all the local maps of interest are volume preserving
in log-log variables, the geometric Burge correspondence also is. Furthermore, the geo-
metric Burge correspondence, like the geometric RSK, behaves nicely when restricted to
symmetric matrices: the image of a symmetric matrix is also symmetric, and the volume
preserving property continues to hold almost trivially. Using also other properties of the
geometric Burge correspondence that we establish along the way (either via Theorem 3.2
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or via the local maps definition), we will be able to obtain the distribution of the persym-
metric polymer partition function as a GLnpRq-Whittaker measure.
The Whittaker measure that we find for the persymmetric polymer coincides, for a
certain choice of parameters, with the one for the symmetric polymer obtained in [OSZ14].
This seems to be a highly non-trivial fact: we are not aware of a direct proof based on the
definition of the polymer models. We also mention that a number of other very interesting
symmetries in polymer models have been observed in recent papers: [BGW19; Gal20]
are based on six vertex models and Yang-Baxter equations (see also [BB19] for related
work), whereas [Dau20] relies on RSK methods. However, the polymer symmetry we
have observed here, for polymers on a symmetric input matrix, is not covered by the above
works.
In terms of asymptotic analysis, much remains to be understood in the area of poly-
mer models, even in the special case of log-gamma environment. The free energy, i.e.
the logarithm of the partition function, of several p1` 1q-dimensional directed polymers
is expected to belong to the KPZ universality class: namely, it should be characterized by
fluctuations of order n1{3 (where n is the “size of the system”) and a limiting distribu-
tions from random matrix theory, typically of Tracy-Widom type. The only rigorous and
complete proof so far was provided by Borodin, Corwin and Remenik [BCR13] for the
point-to-point polymer in an i.i.d. environment. In this case, the polymer free energy has
a Tracy-Widom GUE limiting distribution. For two polymer paths of the same length on
the same i.i.d. environment, an asymptotic route to the two-point correlation function of
the Airy process has been formally obtained in [NZ17]. In the area of “half-space” non-
determinantal KPZ models, a rigorous route to the Tracy-Widom GOE distribution for the
asymmetric simple exclusion process on the half-line has been provided in [BBCW18]. For
half-space polymers (which essentially correspond to the symmetric case), some progress
has been done in [BBC18], with formal Tracy-Widom GOE, GSE and Gaussian asymp-
totics, depending on the average size of the weights on the boundary. By comparison with
the analogous longest increasing subsequence model [BR01b], the persymmetric polymer
(and thus the replica) partition function should be also governed by the Tracy-Widom
GOE limiting distribution. We do not address such issues in the present work.
Organization of the article. In Section 2 we introduce some notation and recap known
piecewise linear descriptions of the classical combinatorial RSK, Burge, and Schu¨tzen-
berger bijections, to prepare the reader for the geometric lifting. In Section 3 we introduce
the geometric Burge correspondence as a composition of local birational maps, recall anal-
ogous (known) definitions of the geometric RSK and Schu¨tzenberger maps, and explain
their fundamental relationship. In Section 4 we prove that the geometric Burge corre-
spondence is volume preserving in log-log variables, as well as other useful properties.
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Section 5 deals with the restriction of the geometric Burge correspondence to symmetric
input arrays and the specialization of its properties in this setting. In Section 6 we consider
the persymmetric polymer (or equivalently the replica) partition function, proving that
its distribution is given by a GLnpRq-Whittaker measure and deducing the correspond-
ing Whittaker integral identity; we also discuss the relation to the symmetric polymer
studied in [OSZ14].
2. COMBINATORIAL BIJECTIONS AND THEIR PIECEWISE LINEAR FORMULATION
The RSK, Burge and Schu¨tzenberger correspondences are combinatorial bijections, clas-
sically constructed via row insertion, column insertion, and jeu de taquin operations, re-
spectively. In this section, we give a brief and expository reminder of these bijections and
their reformulation in terms of piecewise linear transformations. This will motivate their
geometric lifting that we perform in Section 3. Besides the classical references, e.g. [Ful97],
we refer to [VW83] for several combinatorial aspects and interesting relations between
these correspondences. We also refer to [BK96; NY04; Kra06; OSZ14; Zyg18] for more
details on the RSK correspondence and its piecewise linear formulations. Piecewise lin-
ear descriptions of the Burge correspondence (often exposed in the formalism of Fomin
growth diagrams) can be found in [VL05; Kra06; Bet18]; in particular, the version that
we present here is closer to [Bet18]. Finally, we refer to [BK96] for the piecewise linear
formulation of the Schu¨tzenberger involution.
Let N :“ t1, 2, 3, . . . u. We will view any Young diagram λ as the partition pλ1, λ2, . . . q
such that λi is the number of boxes in the i-th row of λ or, equivalently, as the index set
tpi, jq P N2 : j ď λiu of its boxes. We will say that pm,nq is a border box of a Young
diagram λ if it is the last box of the corresponding diagonal, i.e. if pm` 1,n` 1q R λ. In
particular, we will call pm,nq a corner box if λztpm,nqu is a Young diagram, i.e. if none
of the three boxes pm,n` 1q, pm ` 1,nq, pm` 1,n` 1q belongs to λ. For example, for
the partition p2, 2, 1q ” tp1, 1q, p1, 2q, p2, 1q, p2, 2q, p3, 1qu, all boxes except p1, 1q are border
boxes, but only p2, 2q and p3, 1q are corner boxes. We will also denote a rectangular Young
diagram bymˆn :“ t1, . . . ,mu ˆ t1, . . . ,nu.
For a given Young diagram λ, let Rλ be the set of λ-shaped arrays P “ ppi,jqpi,jqPλ of
real numbers. If the values pi,j are restricted to be positive integers and also have the
property that are weakly increasing in j, for any fixed i, and strictly increasing in i, for
any fixed j, then P is called a semistandard Young tableau. A useful reparametrization of
Young tableaux goes under the name of Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns. Given a Young tableau
P “ ppi,jqpi,jqPλ, its corresponding Gelfand-Tsetlin pattern u “ pui,jqi,jě1 is given by
ui,j :“ #t1 ď k ď λj : pj,k ď iu . (2.1)
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In words, ui,j is the number of entries in the j-th row of P that are less than or equal
to i. Assuming that the shape λ of P is of length at most m and the entries pi,j are in
the alphabet t1, . . . ,nu, one can view u as a trapezoidal array pui,jq1ďiďn, 1ďjďi^m – the
ui,j’s not in this range of indices being redundant. By construction, the shape λ of P
corresponds to the bottom row pun,1,un,2, . . . q of u. Moreover, it is easy to verify that the
Gelfand-Tsetlin variables, as defined in (2.1), satisfy the interlacing conditions
ui`1,j`1 ď ui,j ď ui`1,j .
Piecewise linear maps. We collect here, for convenience, all the fundamental piecewise
linear maps that represent the building blocks of the piecewise linear formulation of all
our combinatorial maps (RSK, Burge, and Schu¨tzenberger). Such a formulation, though,
will be introduced for each combinatorial map separately, later in this section. We will
denote all the piecewise linear maps by letters with a “vee accent”, to distinguish them
from the corresponding maps in the geometric setting of the next sections.
For a Young diagram λ and pi, jq P λ, we define qai,j,qbi,j,qci,j : Rλ Ñ Rλ as the local maps
that act onw P Rλ by only modifying wi,j according to the following rules:
qai,j : wi,j Þ−Ñ wi´1,j _wi,j´1 `wi`1,j ^wi,j`1 ´wi,j , (2.2)qbi,j : wi,j Þ−Ñ wi´1,j _wi,j´1 `wi,j`1 ´wi,j , (2.3)qci,j : wi,j Þ−Ñ wi´1,j _wi,j´1 `wi,j . (2.4)
For two distinct indices pi, jq, pk, lq P λ, we also define qdk,li,j : Rλ Ñ Rλ as the local map that
acts on an arrayw P Rλ by only modifying wi,j and wk,l as follows:
qdk,li,j :
$&%wi,j Þ−Ñ pwi´1,j _wi,j´1 `wk,lq ^wi,j ,wk,l Þ−Ñ wk,l ´wk,l ^ pwi,j ´wi´1,j _wi,j´1q `wi`1,j ^wi,j`1 ´wi,j . (2.5)
For i “ 1 and/or j “ 1, the values of wi´1,j and wi,j´1 are determined by the following
convention: w0,1 “ w1,0 “ 0 and w0,k “ wk,0 “ ´8 for all k ą 1. Notice that qai,j and qdk,li,j
also involve entrieswi`1,j andwi,j`1, so for these maps to be well defined we assume that
pi` 1, jq, pi, j` 1q P λ; likewise, for qbi,j we assume that pi, j` 1q P λ. It is clear that all the
above local maps are bijective, but only qai,j and qbi,j are involutions. Furthermore, they all
satisfy several trivial commutative properties, as each modifies only one or two entries of
the input array.
From now on, for any n P Z we will refer to the n-th diagonal of an array w P Rλ as
the sequence of its entries wi,j such that j´ i “ n. Let us now define, for all pk, lq P λ, the
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following diagonal maps:
qρk,l :“ qak´h`1,l´h`1 ˝qak´h`2,l´h`2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝qak´1,l´1 ˝qck,l , (2.6)qσk,l :“ qak´h`1,l´h`1 ˝qak´h`2,l´h`2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝qak´1,l´1 ˝ qbk,l , (2.7)qτk,l :“ qck,l ˝ qdk,lk´1,l´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ qdk,lk´h`2,l´h`2 ˝ qdk,lk´h`1,l´h`1 , (2.8)
where h :“ k^ l. The terminology “diagonal map” comes from the fact that any of these
maps indexed by pk, lq only modifies the pl´ kq-th diagonal of the input array. It is like-
wise clear that any two diagonal maps commute if they act on diagonals that are not the
same nor neighboring. As compositions of bijections, diagonal maps are all bijective. Fur-
thermore, notice that qσk,l is a composition of commuting involutions, hence it is itself an
involution. Diagonal maps (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) will be involved in the construction of the
RSK, Burge, and Schu¨tzenbeger correspondences, respectively.
The Robinson-Schensted-Knuth (RSK) correspondence. This correspondence is based
on an algorithm called row insertion, which we will now describe. Row inserting a pos-
itive integer i into a given semistandard Young tableau works as follows: if i is larger
than or equal to all the entries of the first row of the tableau, then a new box containing
i is added at the end of the first row and the procedure stops. Otherwise, i replaces the
first number of the first row that is strictly larger than i. The replaced number, call it j,
is now “bumped” and inserted into the second row of the tableau in the same way. The
procedure continues until one of the bumped numbers is placed at the end of a row of the
tableau, yielding a new semistandard Young tableau with one extra box.
Now, any word w in the alphabet t1, . . . ,nu can be decomposed into a sequence of m
increasing words w1, . . . , wm (for somem):
w “ 1w1,12w1,2 ¨ ¨ ¨nw1,nloooooooooomoooooooooon
w1
1w2,12w2,2 ¨ ¨ ¨nw2,nloooooooooomoooooooooon
w2
¨ ¨ ¨ 1wm,12wm,2 ¨ ¨ ¨nwm,nloooooooooooomoooooooooooon
wm
, (2.9)
where allwi,j’s are non-negative integers and i
r ” i ¨ ¨ ¨ i denotes a sequence of r consecu-
tive letters i. The RSK algorithm acts on a word by successively row inserting all its letters.
More precisely, one starts by inserting the first letter of w into the empty tableau P0 “ ∅,
thus obtaining a tableau P1; then one inserts the second letter of w into P1, obtaining a
new tableau P2. The process continues in the same way until all letters of w have been
inserted, thus yielding a tableau P with as many boxes as the length ofw. In parallel with
the P-tableau, one can construct a Q-tableau, which records the shapes of the successive
sequence of (intermediate) P-tableaux after the row insertion of each increasing wordwk.
Namely, every time a letter of wk in inserted into the P-tableau, thus yielding a new P-
tableau with one extra box, a box containing k is also added to the Q-tableau in the same
position. The RSK algorithm thus yields a bijection between a word w in the alphabet
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t1, . . . ,nu with m increasing subwords and a pair of semistandard Young tableaux pP,Qq
of the same shape λ of length at mostm^n, such that the entries of P are in t1, . . . ,nu and
the entries of Q are in t1, . . . ,mu.
Notice that the word w is naturally encoded by a matrix w “ pwi,jq1ďiďm, 1ďjďn P
Z
mˆn
ě0 . Let now u and v be the Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns that bijectively correspond to the
output tableaux P and Q, respectively:
u “ pui,jq1ďiďn, 1ďjďi^m , v “ pvi,jq1ďiďm, 1ďjďi^n . (2.10)
As P and Q are of the same shape, we can “glue” together u and v along their identical
bottom rows pun,1,un,2, . . . q “ pvm,1, vm,2, . . . q “ λ. The result of this “gluing” is anmˆn
matrix, which we denote: by t “ puzvq, defined through the following relations:
ui,j :“ tm´j`1,i´j`1 , vi,j :“ ti´j`1,n´j`1 . (2.11)
We will also say that u and v are the lower and upper triangular/trapezoidal parts of t,
respectively. For instance, whenm ă n, we have that
t “ puzvq “
um,m un,m “ vm,m v1,1
u1,1 um,1 un,1 “ vm,1
‹˛‹‹‚
¨˚
˚˝˚ . (2.12)
In this sense, the RSK correspondence can be also viewed as a map w ÞÑ t between
m ˆ n non-negative integer matrices. Notice that the pattern v :“ pvi,jq1ďiďm, 1ďjďi^n
corresponding to Q has the property that the diagonal pvk,1, . . . , vk,k^nq is the shape of
the tableau obtained after the row insertion of wk.
Recall that entry ui,j of the Gelfand-Tsetlin pattern u, which corresponds to tableau P,
encodes the numbers of entries in the j-th row of P that are smaller than or equal to i.
Using this fact, we will now briefly describe how the combinatorially defined RSK cor-
respondence translates to piecewise linear transformations on Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns.
Suppose that, after inserting the first k ´ 1 words, we have obtained an (intermediate)
P-tableau corresponding to the Gelfand-Tsetlin pattern u “ pui,jq1ďiďn, 1ďjďi^pk´1q. Next,
row inserting word wk has the following effect: the number of ones in the P-tableau will
increase to u 11,1 “ u1,1 `wk,1, after the insertion of 1wk,1 . The inserted ones will bump a
number of twos from the first row, which will then be row inserted in the second row. The
number of twos that are bumped equals pu 111 ´ u1,1q ^ pu2,1 ´ u1,1q “ u 11,1 ^ u2,1 ´ u1,1; as
a result, the number of twos in the second row will become u 122 “ u22` pu 111^u2,1´u11q.
After that, the row insertion of 2wk,2 will change u2,1 to u
1
2,1 “ w2 ` u2,1 _ u 11,1. The row
insertion of the twos leads to a bumping of threes and the process continues in the same
:This notation should not be confused with the notation for a skew partition λzµ.
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fashion through analogous piecewise linear transformation. Consider now transforma-
tions qρk,l defined in (2.6). The change of u1,1 to u 11,1 is encoded through the application ofqρk,1, while the change of u2,1 and u2,2 to u 12,1 and u 12,2, respectively, is encoded through the
application of qρk,2. Similarly, transformation qρk,3 will encode the changes of u3,1, u3,2, and
u3,3 after the insertion of the threes and the corresponding bumping process, and so on.
As the expository description above suggests, the Gelfand-Tsetlin pattern u can be con-
structed by repeatedly applying maps of type qρk,l. Actually, the same happens for the
pattern v that corresponds to the Q-tableau, as we now briefly argue. A remarkable sym-
metry property of the RSK algorithm is that transposing the input matrix w amounts to
swapping the roles of the resulting Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns u and v (or equivalently the
P- and Q-tableaux). Therefore, v can be constructed via the same diagonal maps qρk,l’s
applied on the transposed matrix. We conclude that the whole output matrix t “ puzvq is
obtained via repeated applications of these diagonal maps.
At this point, RSK can be extended in two natural ways: firstly, it can be seen as a
bijective map between arrays indexed by a Young diagram (the case of matrices thus cor-
responding to rectangular Young diagrams); secondly, it can be seen as a map between ar-
rays with real entries instead of non-negative integer entries (as the piecewise linear maps
are still well defined). In this general framework, the RSK correspondence qKλ : Rλ Ñ Rλ
on real λ-shaped arrays: is defined by
qKλ :“ qρin,jn ˝ qρin´1,jn´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ qρi1,j1 , (2.13)
where ppi1, j1q, . . . , pin, jnqq is any sequence of distinct boxes of λ such that, for all 1 ď k ď
n, λpkq :“ tpi1, j1q, . . . , pik, jkqu is a Young diagram, and λpnq “ λ. Notice that for such a
sequence there might be several choices, which all lead to equivalent definitions of qKλ,
due to the commutative properties of the diagonal maps. For instance, we have that
qKp2,1,1q “ qρ3,1 ˝ qρ2,1 ˝ qρ1,2 ˝ qρ1,1 “ qρ3,1 ˝ qρ1,2 ˝ qρ2,1 ˝ qρ1,1 “ qρ1,2 ˝ qρ3,1 ˝ qρ2,1 ˝ qρ1,1 .
Even though qKλ is defined for λ-shaped arrays, it may also be applied to µ-shaped arrays,
for any µ Ě λ, by acting on the λ-part of the diagram and leaving all entries indexed by µzλ
unchanged; in such a case, we do not use the simplified notation qK, to avoid ambiguity.
Finally, let us highlight that the RSK correspondence features a simple recursive defini-
tion in terms of corner boxes: if pm,nq is a corner box of λ, then
qKλ “ qρm,n ˝ qKλztpm,nqu , (2.14)
where by convention K∅ “ id.
:The choice of the letter qK refers to Knuth.
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The Burge correspondence. This correspondence is based on an algorithm called column
insertion, somehow “dual” to row insertion. To column insert a positive integer i into a
given semistandard Young tableau, one proceeds as follows. If i is strictly larger than all
the entries of the first column: of the tableau, then a new box containing i is added at the
end of the first column and the procedure stops. Otherwise, i replaces the first number
of the first column that is larger than or equal to i. The replaced number, call it j, is
now “bumped” and inserted into the second column of the tableau in the same way. The
procedure continues until one of the bumped numbers is placed at the end of a column
of the tableau, yielding a new semistandard Young tableau with one extra box (it is fairly
easy to check that the insertion preserves the strict monotonicity of columns and the weak
monotonicity of rows).
The Burge correspondence uses the column insertion (instead of the row insertion in the
RSK correspondence) to map a word w, as in (2.9), onto a pair of Young tableaux pP,Qq
of the same shape. A second difference from the RSK correspondence is that the letters
of each increasing word wk are read in reverse order; namely, the Burge correspondence
successively column inserts the letters of w, reading them as follows:
n
w1,n ¨ ¨ ¨ 2w1,21w1,1loooooooooomoooooooooon
w1 reverse
n
w2,n ¨ ¨ ¨ 2w2,21w2,1loooooooooomoooooooooon
w2 reverse
¨ ¨ ¨nwm,n ¨ ¨ ¨ 2wm,21wm,1loooooooooooomoooooooooooon
wm reverse
. (2.15)
To obtain the P-tableau, one constructs a sequence p∅ “ P0,P1,P2 . . . ,PL “ Pq of L inter-
mediate tableaux (where L “ ři,jwi,j is the length of the letter w) that starts from the
empty tableau and ends at the final P-tableau: for 1 ď l ď L, Pl is obtained from Pl´1
by column inserting the l-th letter of (2.15) into Pl´1. Finally, similarly to RSK, the Q-
tableau in the Burge correspondence records the sequence of shapes of the intermediate
P-tableaux after the column insertion of each increasing word wk (read in reverse order).
Similarly to RSK, the Burge correspondence can be equivalently viewed as a bijection
between a matrix w “ pwi,jq1ďiďm, 1ďjďn P Zmˆně0 and a pair pu, vq of Gelfand-Tsetlin
patterns (2.10) with the same bottom row. Again, the two patterns can be glued together
into an matrix t “ puzvq as in (2.11)-(2.12), in order to view the Burge correspondence as
a map betweenmˆn non-negative integer matrices.
Let us now briefly describe how the combinatorial description of the Burge correspon-
dence can be viewed as a sequence of piecewise linear transformations on Gelfand-Tsetlin
patterns. Suppose that we have inserted the first k´ 1 words, thus obtaining an interme-
diate P-tableau corresponding to a Gelfand-Tsetlin pattern u “ pui,jq1ďiďn, 1ďjďi^pk´1q.
We now column insert word wk, reading it in reverse order, i.e. as n
wk,n ¨ ¨ ¨ 2wk,21wk,1 . To
:As opposed to the first row in the case of row insertion.
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convey the main idea in the simplest case, let us assume that n “ 2, so that the interme-
diate P-tableau has at most two rows, filled with ones and twos only. When we column
insert the first few twos, we start filling with the twos the u2,2 ´ u1,1 “free spaces” in the
second row of P. However, we cannot insert more than u2,2 ´u1,1 twos in the second row
of P, otherwise the strict monotonicity of the columns would be violated; hence, if at some
point we run out of such “free spaces”, the extra wk,2 ´wk,2 ^ pu1,1 ´ u2,2q twos will end
up in the first row. As a result, on the one hand the number u2,2 of twos in the second row
changes to u 12,2 “ pwk,2 ` u2,2q ^ u1,1; on the other hand, the total length u2,1 of the first
row of P increases to u 12,1 “ u2,1 ` pwk,2 ´wk,2 ^ pu1,1 ´ u2,2qq. After the twos have been
inserted, we column insert the wk,1 ones, placing them all in the first row. This has the
effect of increasing bywk,1 both the number of ones of the first row and the total length of
the first row. Namely, u1,1 changes to u
1
1,1 “ u1,1`wk,1 and u 12,1 changes to the final value
u
2
2,1 “ u 12,1`wk,1 “ u2,1`wk,2´wk,2^pu1,1´u2,2q`wk,1. The change of u1,1 to u 11,1 rep-
resents the action of transformation qτk,1 :“ qck,1 from (2.4) and (2.8), whereas the change of
pu2,1,u2,2q to pu22,1,u 12,2q can be viewed as the action of transformation qτk,2 :“ qck,2 ˝ qdk,2k´1,1
from (2.4), (2.5), and (2.8) (the index k refers to the fact that the k-th increasing word wk
is being inserted).
The construction of u can thus be achieved via repeated applications of qτk,l’s. As for
RSK, a symmetry property holds for the Burge correspondence as well: ifw is mapped onto
pu, vq, then the transpose of w is mapped onto pv,uq. Therefore, v can be constructed by
applying maps qτk,l’s on the transposed matrix. We conclude that the whole output matrix
t “ puzvq is obtained via repeated applications of these diagonal maps.
Thanks to its piecewise linear description, the Burge correspondence can be also ex-
tended as a bijection between Young-diagram-shaped arrays with real entries. In this
general framework, it is defined: as the map qBλ : Rλ Ñ Rλ given by
qBλ :“ qτin,jn ˝ qτin´1,jn´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ qτi1,j1 , (2.16)
where ppi1, j1q, . . . , pin, jnqq is any sequence of distinct boxes of λ such that, for all 1 ď k ď
n, λpkq :“ tpi1, j1q, . . . , pik, jkqu is a Young diagram, and λpnq “ λ. As in RSK, even thoughqBλ is defined for λ-shaped arrays, it may also be applied to µ-shaped arrays, for any µ Ě λ,
by acting on the λ part of the diagram and leaving all entries indexed by µzλ unchanged;
in such a case, we do not use the simplified notation qB, to avoid ambiguity.
Finally, we may rephrase the definition (2.16) of the Burge correspondence in a recur-
sive fashion: if pm,nq is a corner box of λ, then
qBλ “ qτm,n ˝ qBλztpm,nqu , (2.17)
:The choice of the letter qB refers to Burge.
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where by convention B∅ “ id.
The Schu¨tzenberger involution For the sake of conciseness, we do not discuss the clas-
sical combinatorial construction of this correspondence, but we rather provide its piece-
wise linear description straightaway. Recalling the definition of the diagonal maps qσk,l’s
from (2.7), let us define the map qS “ qSmˆn : Rmˆn Ñ Rmˆn, acting on mˆ n matrices,
by
qSmˆn :“ qσm,1 ˝ pqσm,2 ˝ qσm,1q ˝ pqσm,3 ˝ qσm,2 ˝ qσm,1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ pqσm,n´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ qσm,1q . (2.18)
It is easy to see that this is an involution, using the commutative properties of the diagonal
maps qσk,l and the fact that each of them is an involution.
Denoting by λ 1 the conjugate partition of a partition λ, define the transposition map
T : Rλ Ñ Rλ 1 ,w ÞÑ wT by setting wTi,j :“ wj,i for all pi, jq P λ 1. By definition of the qσk,l’s,qS only acts on the triangular/trapezoidal lower part: u of the input matrix t “ puzvq,
preserving the pn´mq-th diagonal. Calling uqS the lower part of qSpuzvq, we thus have thatqSpuzvq “ puqSzvq. Likewise, TqST only acts on the upper part v, replacing it with another
triangular/trapezoidal array that we call v
qS: we thus have that TqSTpuzvq “ puzvqSq.
In the case of u being a Gelfand-Tsetlin pattern (equivalently, its corresponding Young
tableau), the maps u ÞÑ uqS and v ÞÑ vqS coincide with the classical Schu¨tzenberger in-
volution defined via jeu de taquin operations – see e.g. [Ful97; Sta99]. By extension, we
will therefore refer to the maps qS and TqST on mˆ n real matrices as the Schu¨tzenberger
involution on the upper and lower part, respectively.
Let us now define the involutions that reverse, respectively, the rows and the columns
of anmˆnmatrix:
R : Rmˆn Ñ Rmˆn , w ÞÑ wR , wRi,j “ wm´i`1,j , (2.19)
C : Rmˆn Ñ Rmˆn , w ÞÑ wC , wCi,j “ wi,n´j`1 , (2.20)
for 1 ď i ď m and 1 ď j ď n.
The following theorems relate the RSK, Burge, and Schu¨tzenberger correspondences
through row and/or column reversion of the input matrix. As we will see in the next
section, they all admit a geometric lifting.
:Again we refer to (2.11)-(2.12) for the notation of lower and upper part.
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Theorem 2.1 ([Ful97, Appendix A.1]). Letw P Rmˆn. The following diagram commutes:
w puzvq
w
RC puqSzvqSq
qK
RC TqSTqSqK
Theorem 2.2 ([Ful97, Appendix A.4.1]). Letw P Rmˆn. The following diagrams commute:
w puzvq
w
C puqSzvq
qK
C qSqB
w puzvq
w
R puzvqSq
qK
R TqSTqB
The above theorems are usually stated in the classical combinatorial context of in-
put matrices with non-negative integer entries [Ful97]. The even more special case of
permutation matrices corresponds to the following fact: column inserting the elements
σpnq, . . . ,σp1q of a permutation σ in reverse order gives the same P-tableau as row insert-
ing σp1q, . . . ,σpnq in the standard order, and the Schu¨tzenberger dual of the Q-tableau.
3. GEOMETRIC BURGE, RSK, AND SCHU¨TZENBERGER CORRESPONDENCES
In this section we perform the geometric lifting of the piecewise linear bijections intro-
duced in Section 2: namely, we formally replace the “tropical operations” p_,^,`,´qwith
the “usual four operations” p`,´,ˆ,˜q. This will lead to the definition of the correspond-
ing birational maps on polygonal arrays with positive real entries, in terms of local maps
on the entries. The geometric RSK correspondence has been first studied in [Kir01; NY04],
but our description in terms of local maps is due to [OSZ14] (in the case of rectangular in-
put arrays); the geometric Schu¨tzenberger involution has been discussed in [Kir01; NY04];
finally, to the best of our knowledge, the geometric Burge correspondence has not been
considered before. Notice that some confusion might arise from the fact that, in some of
the above references, the geometric lifting is called tropical image instead. We will also prove
the geometric analog of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, establishing a fundamental result that links
together all three geometric correspondences.
For a given Young diagram λ, let Rλą0 be the set of λ-shaped arrays of positive real
numbers. For pi, jq P λ, we define ai,j, bi,j, ci,j : Rλą0 Ñ Rλą0 as the local maps that act on
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w P Rλą0 by only modifying wi,j according to the following rules:
ai,j : wi,j Þ−Ñ 1wi,j pwi´1,j `wi,j´1q
ˆ
1
wi`1,j
` 1
wi,j`1
˙´1
, (3.1)
bi,j : wi,j Þ−Ñ 1wi,j pwi´1,j `wi,j´1qwi,j`1 , (3.2)
ci,j : wi,j Þ−Ñ wi,jpwi´1,j `wi,j´1q . (3.3)
For two distinct indices pi, jq, pk, lq P λ, we also define dk,li,j : Rλą0 Ñ Rλą0 as the local map
that acts on an arrayw P Rλą0 by only modifying wi,j and wk,l as follows:
dk,li,j :
$’’’&’’’%
wi,j Þ−Ñ
ˆ
1
wi,j
` 1
wk,lpwi´1,j `wi,j´1q
˙´1
,
wk,l Þ−Ñ
˜
wk,lpwi´1,j `wi,j´1q
w
2
i,j
` 1
wi,j
¸ˆ
1
wi`1,j
` 1
wi,j`1
˙´1
.
(3.4)
For i “ 1 and/or j “ 1, the values of wi´1,j and wi,j´1 are determined by the following
convention: w0,1 “ w1,0 “ 1{2 and w0,k “ wk,0 “ 0 for all k ą 1. For ai,j, bi,j, and dk,li,j
to be well-defined, pi` 1, jq and/or pi, j` 1q must be boxes of λ. It will also be useful to
define the map ek,li,j , which acts on a λ-shaped arrayw, with pi, jq, pk, lq P λ, by exchanging
wi,j with wk,l:
ek,li,j :
$&%wi,j Þ−Ñ wk,l ,wk,l Þ−Ñ wi,j . (3.5)
All these local maps are bijective, but only ai,j, bi,j, and e
k,l
i,j are involutions. As in the
“tropical” case, they all satisfy obvious commutative properties, due to their local action
on the entries of the input array. For example, local maps of type (3.1)-(3.3) commute
whenever the subscripts are not nearest neighbors inN2.
Let us now define, for all pk, lq P λ, the following diagonal maps:
ρk,l :“ ak´h`1,l´h`1 ˝ ak´h`2,l´h`2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ak´1,l´1 ˝ ck,l , (3.6)
σk,l :“ ak´h`1,l´h`1 ˝ ak´h`2,l´h`2 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ak´1,l´1 ˝ bk,l , (3.7)
τk,l :“ ck,l ˝ dk,lk´1,l´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ dk,lk´h`2,l´h`2 ˝ dk,lk´h`1,l´h`1 , (3.8)
where h :“ k^ l. All these maps are bijective, and σk,l is also an involution. Any two
diagonal maps commute if they act on diagonals that are not the same nor neighboring.
We can now define the geometric Robinson-Schensted-Knuth (RSK) correspondence
K “ Kλ and the geometric Burge correspondence B “ Bλ as the bijections Rλą0 Ñ Rλą0
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given by
K :“ ρin,jn ˝ ρin´1,jn´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ρi1,j1 , (3.9)
B :“ τin,jn ˝ τin´1,jn´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ τi1,j1 . (3.10)
As in (2.13) and (2.16), here ppi1, j1q, . . . , pin, jnqq is any sequence of distinct boxes such
that, for all 1 ď k ď n, λpkq :“ tpi1, j1q, . . . , pik, jkqu is a Young diagram, and λpnq “ λ. We
will be mostly using the following equivalent recursive definition of K and B:
Kλ “ ρm,n ˝Kλztpm,nqu and Bλ “ τm,n ˝Bλztpm,nqu , (3.11)
for any corner box pm,nq of λ, where by convention K∅ “ B∅ “ id.
Recall that we denote by T the map that acts on a Young-diagram-shaped array by
transposing it in the usual way. As in the “tropical” case, it is easy to see that the geomet-
ric RSK and Burge correspondences satisfy a symmetry property: KpwTq “ KpwqT and
BpwTq “ BpwqT for allw P Rλą0 – see Theorem 5.1 for a formal statement and proof in the
Burge case.
We next define the geometric Schu¨tzenberger involution S “ Smˆn : Rmˆną0 Ñ Rmˆną0
by
Smˆn :“ σm,1 ˝ pσm,2 ˝ σm,1q ˝ pσm,3 ˝ σm,2 ˝ σm,1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ pσm,n´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ σm,1q . (3.12)
Similarly to Section 2, we write t “ puzvq for a matrix t with “lower part” u and “upper
part” v (i.e. the parts that t is divided into by the diagonal that contains the bottom-right
corner of the matrix) – see (2.10)-(2.11)-(2.12). We have that S (respectively, TST) acts on
t by modifying the lower part u (respectively, the upper part v) only, and preserving the
pn´mq-th diagonal. Therefore, if uS is the lower part of Spuzvq and vS is the upper part
of TSTpuzvq, then we have that Spuzvq “ puSzvq and TSTpuzvq “ puzvSq. The maps
u ÞÑ uS and v ÞÑ vS can be regarded as the geometric lifting of (the generalization of) the
Schu¨tzenberger involution studied in [BK96].
The relation between geometric RSK and geometric Schu¨tzenberger involution goes
through both row and column reversion of the input matrix, as stated in the following
theorem, which is the geometric analog of Theorem 2.1. As in (2.19)-(2.20), R and C denote
the maps that reverse, respectively, the rows and the columns of a matrix.
Theorem 3.1 ([Kir01, Section 4.5], [NY04, Sections 2.4, 3.1]). Letw P Rmˆną0 . The following
diagram commutes:
w puzvq
w
RC puSzvSq
K
RC TSTS
K
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We will now prove a stronger and fundamental result that represents the geometric
lifting of Theorem 2.2. It connects the geometric RSK, Burge, and Schu¨tzenberger corre-
spondences through either column reversion or row reversion of the input matrix.
Theorem 3.2. Letw P Rmˆną0 . The following diagrams commute:
w puzvq
w
C puSzvq
K
C S
B
w puzvq
w
R puzvSq
K
R TST
B
Notice that Theorem 3.1 can be indeed derived as a straightforward consequence of
Theorem 3.2. For the proof of the latter result we need the following proposition, whose
proof is a bit technical and is postponed to the appendix. Such a proposition points out a
structural “commutation relation” between the diagonal maps involved in the (geometric)
RSK, Burge, and Schu¨tzenberger bijections. It would be worthwhile to further investigate
its algebraic and combinatorial aspects and implications.
Proposition 3.3. If pp,qq, pp,q` 1q, pp´ 1,qq P λ, then the following relation between maps
acting on λ-shaped arrays holds:
σp,qρp,q`1τp,q “ τp,q`1ρp,qσp´1,qep,q`1p,q . (3.13)
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The second relation TSTK “ BR just follows from the first relation
BC “ SK as well as the basic properties of the maps involved. Namely, assuming that
BC “ SK holds true, recalling that both K and B commute with the transposition, and
using the trivial fact that TCT “ R, we obtain:
TSTK “ TSKT “ TBCT “ BTCT “ BR .
We are then left to prove that BC “ SK as maps Rmˆną0 Ñ Rmˆną0 ; to do so, we will
apply the induction principle several times. Let us first fix any n ě 1 and proceed by
induction on m, i.e. the number of rows of the matrices. For m “ 1 and a 1ˆ n matrix
w “
´
w1 w2 . . . wn´1 wn
¯
, by definition we have that
Kpwq “ Bpwq “
´
w1 w1w2 . . .
śn´1
k“1 wk
śn
k“1wk
¯
.
It is also easy to check that
Spwq “
ˆ
wn
wn´1
wn
wn´2
. . .
wn
w1
wn
˙
.
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It follows that
BCpwq “ B
´
wn wn´1 . . . w2 w1
¯
“
´
wn wn´1wn . . .
śn
k“2wk
śn
k“1wk
¯
,
“ S
´
w1 w1w2 . . .
śn´1
k“1 wk
śn
k“1wk
¯
“ SKpwq ,
thus proving that BC “ SK for 1ˆnmatrices.
Let us now suppose by induction that for a given m ą 1 the statement is true in the
case of pm´ 1q ˆ n matrices for all n ě 1, and prove the statement in the case of mˆ n
matrices for all n ě 1. Let x “ pxi,jq1ďiďm´1,1ďjďn P Rpm´1qˆną0 , y “ py1, . . . ,ynq P R1ˆną0 ,
and
w :“
˜
x
y
¸
“
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
x1,1 . . . x1,n
...
. . .
...
xm´1,1 . . . xm´1,n
y1 . . . yn
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚ .
By definition, the geometric Burge correspondence on w can be obtained by applying
maps τk,l’s first for all 1 ď k ď m´ 1 and 1 ď l ď n, and subsequently for k “ m and
1 ď l ď n. Therefore,
BCpwq “ τm,n ¨ ¨ ¨ τm,1
˜
BCpxq
Cpyq
¸
“ τm,n ¨ ¨ ¨ τm,1
˜
SKpxq
Cpyq
¸
,
where in the latter equality we have applied the induction hypothesis on x. The same
reasoning holds for the geometric RSK as a composition of maps ρk,l’s:
SKpwq “ S ρm,n ¨ ¨ ¨ ρm,1
˜
Kpxq
y
¸
.
Since K is invertible, to conclude that BC “ SK onmˆnmatrices it suffices to show that
τm,n ¨ ¨ ¨ τm,1
˜
Spxq
Cpyq
¸
“ S ρm,n ¨ ¨ ¨ ρm,1
˜
x
y
¸
. (3.14)
We are then left to prove (3.14) for allm ą 1 and n ě 1. We will now fixm and proceed
by induction on n. The statement for n “ 1 follows from the fact that τm,1 “ cm,1 “ ρm,1
and Skˆ1 “ Ckˆ1 “ idkˆ1 for any k ě 1. We will now show that, for any given N ą 1,
if (3.14) holds for n “ N´ 1, then it also holds for n “ N. For n “ N, the left-hand side
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of (3.14) reads as
τm,N ¨ ¨ ¨ τm,1
˜
Spxq
Cpyq
¸
“ τm,Npτm,N´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ τm,1q
˜
Spm´1qˆpN´1qpσm´1,N´1 ¨ ¨ ¨σm´1,1qpxq
yN yN´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ y2 y1
¸
“ τm,NSmˆpN´1qpρm,N´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ρm,1q
˜
pσm´1,N´1 ¨ ¨ ¨σm´1,1qpxq
y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ yN´1 yN y1
¸
“ τm,NSmˆpN´1qpρm,N´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ρm,1qpem,Nm,N´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ em,2m,1q
˜
pσm´1,N´1 ¨ ¨ ¨σm´1,1qpxq
y1 y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ yN´1 yN
¸
“ τm,NSmˆpN´1qpρm,N´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ρm,1qpσm´1,N´1 ¨ ¨ ¨σm´1,1qpem,Nm,N´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ em,2m,1q
˜
x
y
¸
“ SmˆpN´1qτm,Npρm,N´1σm´1,N´1em,Nm,N´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pρm,1σm´1,1em,2m,1q
˜
x
y
¸
.
For the above equalities we have used, in order: the recursive definition of S; the induction
hypothesis, i.e. (3.14) for n “ N´ 1; the definition of the exchange operator ek,li,j ; finally,
the commutative properties of local and diagonal maps. On the other hand, for n “ N,
the right-hand side of (3.14) reads as
S ρm,N ¨ ¨ ¨ ρm,1
˜
x
y
¸
“ SmˆpN´1qpσm,N´1 ¨ ¨ ¨σm,1qpρm,N ¨ ¨ ¨ ρm,2ρm,1q
˜
x
y
¸
“ SmˆpN´1qpσm,N´1ρm,Nq ¨ ¨ ¨ pσm,1ρm,2qρm,1
˜
x
y
¸
,
again by definition of S and the commutative properties. To conclude that (3.14) holds for
n “ N, it thus remains to show that
τm,Npρm,N´1σm´1,N´1em,Nm,N´1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pρm,1σm´1,1em,2m,1q
“ pσm,N´1ρm,Nq ¨ ¨ ¨ pσm,1ρm,2qρm,1 .
(3.15)
In turn, the latter readily follows from N´ 1 iterative applications of Proposition 3.3 to-
gether with the already noticed fact that τm,1 “ ρm,1. 
4. PROPERTIES OF THE GEOMETRIC BURGE CORRESPONDENCE
In this section we prove the volume preserving property and other fundamental prop-
erties of the geometric Burge correspondence. Such properties will follow either directly
from the definition via local maps given in Section 3 or from Theorem 3.2, as a conse-
quence of the analogous properties of the geometric RSK correspondence [OSZ14].
For the geometric RSK correspondence, it is known that the product of the last k en-
tries of a diagonal in the output array can be expressed in terms of the input array as a
“partition function” on k non-intersecting directed lattice paths.
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Proposition 4.1 ([NY04; OSZ14]). Letw P Rmˆną0 and t :“ Kpwq. For all 1 ď k ď m^n we
have that
tm,ntm´1,n´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tm´k`1,n´k`1 “
ÿ
ppi1,...,pikqPΠpkqm,n
ź
pi,jqPpi1Y¨¨¨Ypik
wi,j , (4.1)
where Πpkqm,n is the set of k-tuples of non-intersecting directed lattice paths inN
2 starting at p1, 1q,
p1, 2q, . . . , p1,kq and ending at pm,n´ k` 1q, pm,n´ k` 2q, . . . , pm,nq respectively.
The geometric Burge correspondence has a similar property, where the non-intersecting
paths go in the north-east direction instead of south-east. This fact is proven in the next
proposition. We state the result for generic Young-diagram-shaped arrays, and specialize
it to the “extreme” cases, which are of particular interest. First, denote the product of all
the entries on the k-th diagonal of t P Rλą0 by
Pkptq :“
ź
j´i“k
ti,j . (4.2)
Proposition 4.2. Let w P Rλą0 and t :“ Bpwq. If pm,nq is a border box of λ, then for all
1 ď k ď m^n we have that
tm,ntm´1,n´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tm´k`1,n´k`1 “
ÿ
ppi1,...,pikqPΠ˚pkqm,n
ź
pi,jqPpi1Y¨¨¨Ypik
wi,j , (4.3)
whereΠ˚pkqm,n is the set of k-tuples of non-intersecting directed lattice paths inN
2 starting at pm, 1q,
pm, 2q, . . . , pm,kq and ending at p1,n´ k` 1q, p1,n´ k` 2q, . . . , p1,nq respectively. In partic-
ular, for k “ 1,
tm,n “
ÿ
piPΠp1qm,n
ź
pi,jqPpi
wi,j , (4.4)
and, for k “ m^n,
Pn´mptq “
mź
i“1
nź
j“1
wi,j . (4.5)
Proof. Identities (4.4) and (4.5) are straightforward consequences of (4.3), hence we only
need to prove the latter. It is clear from (3.10) that
t “ Bλpwq “ τil,jl ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ τi1,j1 ˝Bmˆnpwq , (4.6)
where l “ |λ|´mn and pi1, j1q, . . . , pil, jlq are chosen so that pmˆnqYtpi1, j1q, . . . , pih, jhqu
is a Young diagram for all 1 ď h ď l. Since by hypothesis pm,nq is the last box of λ on
the corresponding diagonal, the application of τi1,j1 , . . . , τil,jl in (4.6) does not modify
the pn ´mq-th diagonal of Bmˆnpwq. It then suffices to prove (4.3) when λ “ m ˆ n
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is a rectangular partition, so we now restrict to this case. By Theorem 3.2 we have that
t “ Bpwq “ rtS, where rt :“ KpwCq. By Proposition 4.1, we have that
rtm,nrtm´1,n´1 ¨ ¨ ¨rtm´k`1,n´k`1 “ ÿ
ppi1,...,pikqPΠpkqm,n
ź
pi,jqPpi1Y¨¨¨Ypik
wi,n´j`1
“
ÿ
ppi1,...,pikqPΠ˚pkqm,n
ź
pi,jqPpi1Y¨¨¨Ypik
wi,j .
The geometric Schu¨tzenberger involution does not modify the pn´mq-th diagonal of rt,
hence rtm,n “ tm,n, rtm´1,n´1 “ tm´1,n´1, . . . , rtm´k`1,n´k`1 “ tm´k`1,n´k`1. The above
display then proves (4.3) in the case λ “ mˆn. 
We now state another property of the geometric Burge correspondence, which expresses
the sum of certain ratios of output entries as a sum of inverse input entries.
Proposition 4.3. Letw P Rλą0 and t :“ Bpwq. We have that
1
t1,1
“
ÿ
i : pi,iqPλ
1
wi,i
, (4.7)
ÿ
pi,jqPλ
ti´1,j ` ti,j´1
ti,j
“
ÿ
pi,jqPλ
1
wi,j
, (4.8)
with the convention that t0,1 “ t1,0 “ 1{2 and t0,k “ tk,0 “ 0 for all k ą 1.
Proof. Let pn,nq be the (only) border box of λ on the main diagonal. Then (4.7) can be
obtained by setting m “ n in Proposition 4.2 and dividing both sides of equation (4.3),
taken with k “ n´ 1, by the corresponding sides of (4.5).
To prove (4.8), we proceed by induction on |λ|. If λ has just the box p1, 1q, then (4.8)
follows for example from (4.7). Assume now that |λ| ą 1, and pick any corner box pm,nq
of λ. Letw P Rλą0 and t :“ Bpwq. Set rλ :“ λztpm,nqu and rt :“ Brλpwq, so that t “ τm,nprtq
by (3.11). By induction, the statement holds for the input array w and the output array rt
when they are both restricted to the partition rλ. It then suffices to prove that
ÿ
pi,jqPλ
ti´1,j ` ti,j´1
ti,j
“
ÿ
pi,jqPrλ
rti´1,j `rti,j´1rti,j ` 1wm,n . (4.9)
To fix the ideas, let us supposem ď n and set p :“ n´m ě 0. By (3.8), we then have that
τm,n “ cm,n ˝ dm,nm´1,n´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ dm,n2,p`2 ˝ dm,n1,p`1 .
In particular, the arrays t and rt only differ at the entries on the p-th diagonal. Therefore,
we may restrict the sums on both sides of (4.9) to the terms that involve entries on the p-th
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diagonal of t and rt. We are thus left to prove that
m´1ÿ
i“1
„
ti´1,p`i ` ti,p`i´1
ti,p`i
` ti,p`i
ˆ
1
ti`1,p`i
` 1
ti,p`i`1
˙
` tm´1,n ` tm,n´1
tm,n
“
m´1ÿ
i“1
«
ti´1,p`i ` ti,p`i´1rti,p`i `rti,p`i
ˆ
1
ti`1,p`i
` 1
ti,p`i`1
˙ff
` 1
wm,n
.
(4.10)
To prove the latter, set tp0q :“ rt and tpiq :“ dm,ni,p`iptpi´1qq for 1 ď i ď m ´ 1, so that
t “ cm,nptpm´1qq. By definitions (3.4) and (3.3), we thus have that
ti,p`i “
˜
1rti,p`i ` 1tpi´1qm,n pti´1,p`i ` ti,p`i´1q
¸´1
for 1 ď i ď m´ 1 , (4.11)
tm,n “ tpm´1qm,n ptm´1,n ` tm,n´1q . (4.12)
Again from (3.4) it also follows that
t
piq
m,n “
˜
t
pi´1q
m,n pti´1,p`i ` ti,p`i´1qrt2i,p`i ` 1rti,p`i
¸ˆ
1
ti`1,p`i
` 1
ti,p`i`1
˙´1
for 1 ď i ď m´ 1, which is equivalent to
t
pi´1q
m,n “
«
t
piq
m,n
ˆ
1
ti`1,p`i
` 1
ti,p`i`1
˙
´ 1rti,p`i
ff rt2i,p`i
ti´1,p`i ` ti,p`i´1 . (4.13)
From (4.11) and (4.13) we obtain another expression for ti,p`i that involves t
piq
m,n instead
of tpi´1qm,n :
ti,p`i “ rti,p`i ´ 1
t
piq
m,n
ˆ
1
ti`1,p`i
` 1
ti,p`i`1
˙´1
. (4.14)
We now compute the left-hand side of (4.10) by using (4.11) for the first occurrence of
ti,p`i (1 ď i ď m´ 1), (4.14) for the second occurrence of ti,p`i (1 ď i ď m´ 1), and (4.12)
for the only occurrence of tm,n:
m´1ÿ
i“1
„
ti´1,p`i ` ti,p`i´1
ti,p`i
` ti,p`i
ˆ
1
ti`1,p`i
` 1
ti,p`i`1
˙
` tm´1,n ` tm,n´1
tm,n
“
m´1ÿ
i“1
«
ti´1,p`i ` ti,p`i´1rti,p`i ` 1tpi´1qm,n `rti,p`i
ˆ
1
ti`1,p`i
` 1
ti,p`i`1
˙
´ 1
t
piq
m,n
ff
` 1
t
pm´1q
m,n
.
Noticing that
m´1ÿ
i“1
«
1
t
pi´1q
m,n
´ 1
t
piq
m,n
ff
` 1
t
pm´1q
m,n
“ 1
wm,n
,
as the summation is telescopic and tp0qm,n “ rtm,n “ wm,n, we conclude that (4.10) holds.

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Remark 4.4. All the geometric correspondences of Section 3 have been defined via com-
position of local maps and hence, essentially, via a recursive procedure. Furthermore, the
geometric RSK correspondence possesses another recursive structure on the border out-
put entries, as we now explain. Let pm,nq be a border box of a partition λ, w P Rλą0,
s :“ Kpwq, and t :“ Bpwq. It is immediate to see from the definition (3.9) of geometric
RSK correspondence that sm,n “ psm´1,n ` sm,n´1qwm,n. However, the geometric Burge
correspondence lacks such an obvious recursive structure, in the sense that tm,n cannot
be written as a function of the entries of t andw in the boxes neighboring pm,nq. This is
also reflected by the fact that the right-hand side of (4.4), which expresses tm,n in terms of
directed paths on the input arrayw, also lacks a recursive structure if viewed as a function
of pm,nq. Therefore, it is not clear how to prove (4.4) inductively, i.e. similarly to the proof
strategy of Proposition 4.3. On the other hand, it is easy to see that both sides of (4.5) do
have an inductive structure, so formula (4.5) could be also proven inductively from the
definition of geometric Burge correspondence.
We now state and prove the volume-preserving property for the geometric Burge cor-
respondence in log-log variables.
Theorem 4.5. Letw P Rλą0 and t :“ Bpwq. Then, the map
plogwi,jqpi,jqPλ ÞÑ plog ti,jqpi,jqPλ
has Jacobian ˘1.
Proof. As B can be written as a composition of ck,l’s and d
k,l
i,j ’s (see (3.10) and (3.8)), it
suffices to show that both these types of local maps are volume preserving in log-log
variables. This property is immediate for ck,l, so we will prove it for d
k,l
i,j only. We will
also suppose that i, j ą 1, as the proof simplifies when i “ 1 or j “ 1. Set
x1 :“ logwi,j , x3 :“ logwi´1,j , x5 :“ logwi`1,j ,
x2 :“ logwk,l , x4 :“ logwi,j´1 , x6 :“ logwi,j`1 .
Looking at the definition (3.4) of dk,li,j , we define the transformation F : R
6 Ñ R6 with i-th
component
Fipx1, . . . , x6q “
$’’’&’’’%
´ log
”
e´x1 ` e´x2pex3 ` ex4q´1
ı
i “ 1 ,
log
”
ex2´2x1pex3 ` ex4q ` e´x1
ı
´ log
”
e´x5 ` e´x6
ı
i “ 2 ,
xi 3 ď i ď 6 .
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To obtain the Jacobian of F, it suffices to compute the partial derivatives of F1 and F2 with
respect of x1 and x2. Setting
gpx1, x2, x3, x4q :“ e
´x1
e´x1 ` e´x2pex3 ` ex4q´1 ,
one can easily obtain:
BF1
Bx1 “ g ,
BF1
Bx2 “ 1´ g ,
BF2
Bx1 “ ´1´ g ,
BF2
Bx2 “ g .
Therefore, the modulus of the Jacobian of F is given by∣∣∣∣BF1Bx1 BF2Bx2 ´ BF1Bx2 BF2Bx1
∣∣∣∣ “ ∣∣∣g2 ´ p1´ gqp´1´ gq∣∣∣ “ 1 ,
as desired. 
5. THE GEOMETRIC BURGE CORRESPONDENCE ON SYMMETRIC ARRAYS
A self-conjugate partition, or equivalently a symmetric Young diagram, is a partition
λ such that pi, jq P λ if and only if pj, iq P λ. If λ is a self-conjugate partition, an arrayw of
shape λ is called symmetric ifwT “ w, i.e. wi,j “ wj,i for all pi, jq P λ.
The aim of this section is to explain how the geometric Burge correspondence behaves
when restricted to symmetric arrays. This will be a key ingredient for the polymer analysis
in Section 6.
Theorem 5.1. For any w P Rλą0, we have that BpwTq “ BpwqT. In particular, if w is a
symmetric array, then Bpwq also is.
Proof. The equality BpwTq “ BpwqT follows from the fact that B is a composition of local
maps ck,l’s and d
k,l
i,j ’s, which trivially commute with the transposition map (see defini-
tions (3.3) and (3.4)). In particular, if w is symmetric, i.e. w “ wT, then Bpwq “ BpwqT,
which means that Bpwq is also symmetric. 
The latter theorem implies that the geometric Burge correspondence on symmetric ar-
rays of shape λ can be restricted to a bijection on arrays indexed by the “upper part” of λ,
i.e. λup :“ tpi, jq P λ : i ď ju (notice that, in general, λup is not a partition). Namely, there
exists a bijection
Bup : Rλ
up
ą0 Ñ Rλ
up
ą0 , pwi,jqpi,jqPλup ÞÑ pti,jqpi,jqPλup
such that Bpwq|λup “ Buppw|λupq for all w P Rλą0. One obvious way to obtain the output
of Bup is to take the input array indexed by λup, symmetrize it about the diagonal, apply
the geometric Burge correspondence, thus obtaining (via Theorem 5.1) another symmet-
ric array, which can be restricted back to λup. Another equivalent way is to define new
local maps, by slightly modifying the original definitions, and apply them directly to the
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restricted array pwi,jqpi,jqPλup . More precisely, the new local maps cupk,l and dk,l,upi,j need to
be defined as follows:
‚ If i ă j and k ă l, then cupi,j :“ ci,j and dk,l,upi,j :“ dk,li,j .
‚ If i “ j and k “ l, then cupk,l and dk,l,upi,j only modify the following entries:
cupi,i : wi,i Þ−Ñ 2wi´1,iwi,i , (5.1)
dk,k,upi,i :
$’’’&’’’%
wi,i Þ−Ñ
ˆ
1
wi,i
` 1
2wi´1,iwk,k
˙´1
,
wk,k Þ−Ñ
˜
2wi´1,iwk,k
w
2
i,i
` 1
wi,i
¸
wi,i`1
2
,
(5.2)
with the usual conventions that w0,1 “ 1{2 and w0,k “ 0 for all k ą 1.
These new local maps can be obtained by just specializing (3.3)-(3.4) to the symmetric
case. We then define τupk,l, for all k ď l, by just replacing ck,l with cupk,l and each dk,li,j with
dk,l,upi,j in the definition (3.8) of τk,l. We can finally construct B
up by setting
Bup :“ τupi1,jn ˝ τ
up
in´1,jn´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ τ
up
i1,j1
, (5.3)
where ppi1, j1q, . . . , pin, jnqq is any sequence of distinct boxes such that, for each 1 ď k ď n,
λ
pkq :“ tpi1, j1q . . . , pik, jkqunk“1 Y tpj1, i1q . . . , pjk, ikqunk“1
is a Young diagram, and λpnq “ λ.
The properties stated in Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 automatically hold when the geometric
Burge correspondence is restricted to symmetric arrays. On the other hand, the volume-
preserving property does not follow immediately and is addressed in the next theorem.
Theorem 5.2. Letw P Rλą0 be a symmetric array and let t :“ Bpwq. Then, the map
plogwi,jqpi,jqPλ, iďj ÞÑ plog ti,jqpi,jqPλ, iďj
has Jacobian ˘1.
Proof. Set λup :“ tpi, jq P λ : i ď ju. As explained above, we have that t|λup “ Buppw|λupq.
Since Bup can be defined by (5.3), it is a composition of cupi,j’s and d
k,l,up
i,j ’s. Therefore, it
suffices to prove that these modified local maps are volume preserving in log-log vari-
ables. If i ă j and k ă l, the new local maps coincide with the old ones, which possess
this property as shown in the proof of Theorem 4.5. If i “ j and k “ l, the new local maps
are given by (5.1) and (5.2): in this case, the check is still totally analogous to the one done
for Theorem 4.5, so we omit it. 
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6. POLYMER REPLICAS AND WHITTAKER FUNCTIONS
In this section we study a polymer model in a persymmetric environment, as discussed
in Section 1. In particular, thanks to the direct connection between the point-to-point
partition function in a persymmetric environment and the replica partition function (see
(1.5)-(1.6)), we determine the distribution of the latter as a Whittaker measure.
Let us first introduce Whittaker functions. For any triangular array z “ pzi,jq1ďjďiďn,
define the energy of z to be the functional
Epzq :“
n´1ÿ
i“1
iÿ
j“1
ˆ
zi`1,j`1
zi,j
` zi,j
zi`1,j
˙
.
Define also the (geometric) type of z to be the n-vector, denoted by typepzq, whose i-th
component is the ratio between the product of the i-th row of z and the product of its
pi´ 1q-th row:
typepzqi :“
śi
j“1 zi,jśi´1
j“1 zi´1,j
, 1 ď i ď n . (6.1)
We then define the GLnpRq-Whittaker function with parameter α “ pα1, . . . ,αnq P Cn
and argument x “ px1, . . . , xnq P Rną0 as
Ψ
n
αpxq :“
ż
T
npxq
nź
i“1
typepzqαii ¨ e´Epzq
ź
1ďiăn
1ďjďi
dzi,j
zi,j
, (6.2)
where Tnpxq is the set of all triangular arrays z “ pzi,jq1ďjďiďn with positive entries and
bottom row pzn,1, . . . , zn,nq “ px1, . . . , xnq “ x.
Recall that a random variable Y follows an inverse gamma distribution with parameters
α ą 0 and β ą 0 if
PpY P dyq “ β
α
Γpαqy
´α exp
ˆ
´β
y
˙
1tyą0u
dy
y
, (6.3)
in which case we write Y „ invGammapα,βq.
Fix now parameters α “ pα1, . . . ,αnq P Rną0 and β P Rą0. Consider a random nˆ
n symmetric matrix W “ pWi,jq1ďi,jďn with entries pWi,jqiďj independent and inverse
gamma distributed as follows:
Wi,j „
$&%invGammapαi,βq if 1 ď i “ j ď n ,invGammapαi `αj, 1q if 1 ď i ă j ď n .
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Namely, the joint distribution of the upper triangular entries ofW is
PpWi,j P dwi,j : i ď jq
“ 1
cα,β
«
nź
i“1
w
´αi
i,i
ź
iăj
w
´αi´αj
i,j
ff
exp
#
´
nÿ
i“1
β
wi,i
´
ÿ
iăj
1
wi,j
+ź
iďj
1twi,ją0u
dwi,j
wi,j
,
(6.4)
with normalization constant
cα,β :“ β´
řn
i“1αi
nź
i“1
Γpαiq
ź
iăj
Γpαi `αjq . (6.5)
The main theorem of this section states that the diagonal entries of the image of W
under the geometric Burge correspondence have a joint density proportional to a GLnpRq-
Whittaker function (with an exponential prefactor).
Theorem 6.1. IfW is an nˆn symmetric matrix distributed according to (6.4) and T :“ BpWq,
then
PpTi,i P dxi : 1 ď i ď nq “ 1cα,β e
´β{xn Ψn´αpx1, . . . , xnq
nź
i“1
1txią0u
dxi
xi
, (6.6)
where the constant cα,β is defined by (6.5).
Proof. Our strategy consists in computing the push-forward measure that the distribution
ofW induces on T , using the properties of the geometric Burge correspondence obtained
in Sections 4 and 5.
Let w P Rnˆną0 be a symmetric matrix; then, t :“ Bpwq is also symmetric by Theo-
rem 5.1. Moreover, by (4.5), we have that
nź
j“1
wi,j “
Pn´iptq
Pn´i`1ptq ,
where Pkptq is the product of the k-th diagonal of t, as defined in (4.2). It follows that
nź
i“1
w
´αi
i,i
ź
iăj
w
´αi´αj
i,j “
nź
i,j“1
w
´αi
i,j “
nź
i“1
˜
nź
j“1
wi,j
¸´αi
“
nź
i“1
ˆ
Pn´iptq
Pn´i`1ptq
˙´αi
.
On the other hand, Proposition 4.3 implies that
nÿ
i“1
β
wi,i
“ β
t1,1
,
ÿ
iăj
1
wi,j
“ 1
2
ÿ
i‰j
1
wi,j
“ 1
2
ÿ
1ďi,jďn
pi,jq‰p1,1q
ti´1,j ` ti,j´1
ti,j
“
ÿ
1ăiďjďn
ti´1,j
ti,j
`
ÿ
1ďiďjăn
ti,j´1
ti,j
.
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By Theorem 5.2 the map plogwi,jqiďj ÞÑ plog ti,jqiďj has Jacobian ˘1, hence the push-
forward of (6.4) is
PpTi,j P dti,j : 1 ď i ď j ď nq “ 1cα,β
nź
i“1
ˆ
Pn´iptq
Pn´i`1ptq
˙´αi
ˆ exp
#
´
«
β
t1,1
`
ÿ
1ăiďjďn
ti´1,j
ti,j
`
ÿ
1ďiďjăn
ti,j´1
ti,j
ff+ź
iďj
1tti,ją0u
dti,j
ti,j
.
To obtain the joint density of pT1,1, . . . , Tn,nq, one has to integrate out all ti,j’s with i ă j in
the latter expression. If we then reindex the variables by setting ti,j “ zn´j`i,n´j`1 for all
1 ď i ď j ď n, we obtain the right-hand side of (6.6), where the Whittaker function Ψn´α is
defined by (6.2). 
Since the right-hand side of (6.6) is a probability density, we obtain as a consequence an
explicit integral formula for Whittaker functions in terms of gamma functions.
Corollary 6.2. For α P Rną0 and β P Rą0, we have thatż
R
n
ą0
e´β{xn Ψn´αpx1, . . . , xnq
nź
i“1
dxi
xi
“ β´
řn
i“1αi
nź
i“1
Γpαiq
ź
1ďiăjďn
Γpαi `αjq .
The latter can be seen as the analog of a Cauchy-Littlewood identity in our setting.
It is equivalent to an integral identity for the Mellin transform of a Whittaker function,
conjectured by Bump and Friedberg [BF90] and proved by Stade [Sta01] – see [OSZ14,
Section 7].
Let us now link Theorem 6.1 to the polymer models introduced in Section 1. Consider
again the symmetric log-gamma random environmentW of (6.4). For 1 ď k ď n, define
Z
˚pkq
n,n :“
ÿ
ppi1,...,pikqPΠ˚pkqn,n
ź
pi,jqPpi1Y¨¨¨Ypik
Wi,j , (6.7)
where Π˚pkqn,n is the set of k-tuples of non-intersecting directed lattice paths in N
2 starting
at pn, 1q, pn, 2q, . . . , pn,kq and ending at p1,n´ k` 1q, p1,n´ k` 2q, . . . , p1,nq respectively.
In particular, Z˚n,n “ Z˚p1qn,n is the dual point-to-point polymer partition function in a
symmetric environment. By (4.3), each Z˚pkqn,n can be expressed as the product of some
diagonal entries of the image T ofW under the geometric Burge correspondence:
Z
˚pkq
n,n “ T1,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Tk,k , 1 ď k ď n .
Thus, the right-hand side of (6.6) is precisely the joint density of the random vector
`
T1,1, T2,2, . . . , Tn,n
˘ “ ˜Z˚p1qn,n , Z˚p2qn,n
Z
˚p1q
n,n
, . . . ,
Z
˚pnq
n,n
Z
˚pn´1q
n,n
¸
. (6.8)
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Obviously, the dual point-to-point polymer partition function in the symmetric envi-
ronment W can be alternatively viewed as the point-to-point polymer partition function
in the persymmetric environment obtained by reversing the columns (or the rows) of W.
Furthermore, the latter can also be reinterpreted as a replica partition function of two
polymer paths constrained to coincide at the endpoint – see explanations in Section 1,
around (1.5)-(1.6). In particular, let Zrepln be the replica partition function (1.6) on the mod-
ified log-gamma environment pW 1i,jqi`jďn`1 given by
PpW 1i,j P dwi,j : i` j ď n` 1q “ 2
n
cα,β
«
nź
i“1
w
´2αi
i,n´i`1
ź
i`jďn
w
´αi´αn´j`1
i,j
ff
ˆ exp
#
´
nÿ
i“1
β
w
2
i,n´i`1
´
ÿ
i`jďn
1
wi,j
+ ź
i`jďn`1
1twi,ją0u
dwi,j
wi,j
,
(6.9)
with normalization constant cα,β as in (6.5). It then follows that
Z
repl
n is equal in distribution to Z
˚
n,n .
Thanks to Theorem 6.1 and (6.8), we thus arrive at the following theorem:
Theorem 6.3. The Laplace transform of the replica partition function Zrepln defined in (1.6) on the
log-gamma environment (6.9) is given by the integral formula
E
„
e´rZ
repl
n

“ 1
cα,β
ż
R
n
ą0
e´rx1´β{xn Ψn´αpx1, . . . , xnq
nź
i“1
dxi
xi
. (6.10)
We close by discussing a non-trivial identity in distribution, in the context of symme-
tryzed polymers, between the dual and the usual partition functions, which have been
analyzed in the present work and in [OSZ14] respectively. Let us consider a symmetric
matrixW distributed as in (6.4) with β “ 1{2. Define, for 1 ď k ď n,
Z
pkq
n,n :“
ÿ
ppi1,...,pikqPΠpkqn,n
ź
pi,jqPpi1Y¨¨¨Ypik
Wi,j , (6.11)
where Πpkqn,n is the set of k-tuples of non-intersecting directed lattice paths in N
2 starting
at p1, 1q, p1, 2q, . . . , p1,kq and ending at pn,n´ k` 1q, pn,n´ k` 2q, . . . , pn,nq respectively.
In particular, Zn,n “ Zp1qn,n is the usual partition function from p1, 1q to pn,nq onW. It was
shown in [OSZ14, Section 5] that the vector˜
Z
p1q
n,n,
Z
p2q
n,n
Z
p1q
n,n
, . . . ,
Z
pnq
n,n
Z
pn´1q
n,n
¸
has exactly the density given by the right-hand side of (6.6) for β “ 1{2. In particular, for
this specific symmetric environment, Zn,n and Z
˚
n,n turn out to be identically distributed.
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When n “ 2, this reduces to the following identity in law: if X, Y and Z are independent
inverse gamma random variables with respective parameters a,b and a`b, then the ran-
dom variables pX` YqZ2 and XYZ have the same law. This can be seen as a consequence
of Lukacs’ theorem [Luk55, § 1], as follows. Let us write U :“ X´1 ` Y´1 and V :“ X´1Y.
Since U´1 and Z are independent and both inverse gamma distributed with parameter
a` b, we have that U´2Z and U´1Z2 are equally distributed. Moreover, by Lukacs’ theo-
rem, U and V are independent. It follows that XYZ “ U´2Zp1` Vq2V´1 has the same law
as pX` YqZ2 “ U´1Z2p1` Vq2V´1, as required.
APPENDIX A. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.3
We will prove
σp,qρp,q`1τp,q “ τp,q`1ρp,qσp´1,qep,q`1p,q , (A.1)
as an identity of maps acting on an array w “ pwi,jqpi,jqP λ P Rλą0, where λ is a partition
such that pp,qq, pp,q` 1q, pp´ 1,qq P λ. We will proceed by induction on the number of
entries ofw that the maps appearing in (A.1) modify, i.e.
np,q :“ p^ q` p^ pq` 1q “
$&%2p if p ď q ,2q` 1 if p ě q` 1 . (A.2)
Note that np,q ě 3, as pp,qq, pp,q` 1q, pp´ 1,qq P λ.
When np,q “ 3, i.e. p “ 2,q “ 1, the only entries that the maps in (A.1) use and/or
modify are wi,j with 1 ď i, j ď 2. We may then assume that λ “ p2, 2q and compute:
w1,1 w1,2
w2,1 w2,2
τ2,1Þ−−Ñ w1,1 w1,2
w1,1w2,1 w2,2
ρ2,2Þ−−Ñ w1,2w2,1pw1,2 `w1,1w2,1q
´1
w1,2
w1,1w2,1 w2,2pw1,2 `w1,1w2,1q
σ2,1Þ−−Ñ w1,2w2,1pw1,2 `w1,1w2,1q
´1
w1,2
w1,2w2,2w
´1
1,1 w2,2pw1,2 `w1,1w2,1q
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and, on the other hand,
w1,1 w1,2
w2,1 w2,2
e2,22,1Þ−−Ñ w1,1 w1,2
w2,2 w2,1
σ1,1Þ−−Ñ w1,2w
´1
1,1 w1,2
w2,2 w2,1
ρ2,1Þ−−Ñ w1,2w
´1
1,1 w1,2
w1,2w2,2w
´1
1,1 w2,1
τ2,2Þ−−Ñ w1,2w2,1pw1,2 `w1,1w2,1q
´1
w1,2
w1,2w2,2w
´1
1,1 w2,2pw1,2 `w1,1w2,1q
.
The output arrays coincide, so (A.1) holds for np,q “ 3.
The other “simple” cases np,q “ 4, 5, 6 are also dealt by hand (we omit the straight-
forward but tedious checks), as the inductive procedure that we use in the following
works when np,q ě 7. Given n ě 6, we then assume by induction that (A.1) holds
when np,q “ n and aim to deduce that it also holds when np,q “ n` 1. To fix the ideas,
we will prove this when n is even – the proof when n is odd is analogous. If n is even
then np,q “ n` 1 is odd and, by (A.2), we have that np,q “ 2q` 1 and p ě q` 1. Set
m :“ p´ q ě 1. Notice that nq,q “ 2q “ n, so by the induction hypothesis we have that
σq,qρq,q`1τq,q “ τq,q`1ρq,qσq´1,qeq,q`1q,q . (A.3)
Keeping in mind that we eventually wish to deduce (A.1), we now apply (A.3) to the array
obtained by just ignoring the firstm rows ofw. This operation, viewed on the whole array
w, corresponds to “shifting downwards” the diagonal maps of (A.3) bym rows. The local
maps involved in the diagonal maps of (A.3) with subscript pi, jq, i ě 2, then simply
become the corresponding maps shifted downwards by m rows: e.g., dk,li,j just becomes
dm`k,lm`i,j for all i ě 2. However, when shifted downwards by m rows, a1,2 does not become
am`1,2. The reason is that the two maps act differently with respect to the previous row:
by definition, a1,2 does not use any entries in row 0 (which does not even exist), whereas
am`1,2 does use entries in row m (in particular, it uses wm,2). The same holds for all the
other local maps with subscript on the first row: a1,j and d
k,l
1,j , after the downwards shift,
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do not become am`1,j and d
m`k,l
m`1,j respectively. Instead of the latter, we will need to use:
ram`1,j : wm`1,j Þ−Ñ wm`1,j´1wm`1,j
ˆ
1
wm`2,j
` 1
wm`1,j`1
˙´1
,
rdm`k,lm`1,j :
$’’’&’’’%
wm`1,j Þ−Ñ
ˆ
1
wm`1,j
` 1
wm`k,lwm`1,j´1
˙´1
,
wm`k,l Þ−Ñ
˜
wm`k,lwm`1,j´1
w
2
m`1,j
` 1
wm`1,j
¸ˆ
1
wm`2,j
` 1
wm`1,j`1
˙´1
,
with the convention (different from the usual one!) that wm`1,0 “ 1. We thus conclude
that (A.3), decomposed into local maps and downwards shifted (so that it really acts only
on rows i ě m` 1 ofw), reads as
rram`1,1am`2,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ am`q´1,q´1bm`q,qs ˝ rram`1,2am`2,3 ¨ ¨ ¨ am`q´1,qcm`q,q`1s
˝ rcm`q,qdm`q,qm`q´1,q´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dm`q,qm`2,2 rdm`q,qm`1,1 s
“ rcm`q,q`1dm`q,q`1m`q´1,q ¨ ¨ ¨ dm`q,q`1m`2,3 rdm`q,q`1m`1,2 s ˝ rram`1,1am`2,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ am`q´1,q´1cm`q,qs
˝ rram`1,2am`2,3 ¨ ¨ ¨ am`q´2,q´1bm`q´1,qs ˝ em`q,q`1m`q,q .
(A.4)
We now wish to deduce (A.1) from the latter. Let us first recap a few properties of the
local maps that we will use in the following:
‚ ai,j modifies wi,j only, using all its nearest neighbors wi´1,j, wi,j´1, wi`1,j, and
wi,j`1;
‚ bi,j modifies wi,j only, using wi´1,j, wi,j´1, and wi,j`1;
‚ ci,j modifies wi,j only, using wi´1,j and wi,j´1;
‚ dk,li,j modifies wi,j and wk,l, using all the nearest neighbors of wi,j only;
‚ the local maps with tilde and subscript pi, jq act in the same way, except that they do
not use any entry in the pi´ 1q-th row;
‚ ek,li,j just exchanges entries wi,j and wk,l.
From the above properties, one can immediately deduce several commutation relations
of the local maps, which we will apply repeatedly. Using the definitions (3.6)-(3.7)-(3.8) of
the diagonal maps in terms of local maps and applying the aforementioned commutative
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properties, we can write the left-hand side of (A.1) as
σm`q,qρm`q,q`1τm`q,q
“ram`1,1am`2,2am`3,3 ¨ ¨ ¨ am`q´1,q´1bm`q,qs ˝ ram,1am`1,2am`2,3 ¨ ¨ ¨ am`q´1,qcm`q,q`1s
˝ rcm`q,qdm`q,qm`q´1,q´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dm`q,qm`2,2 dm`q,qm`1,1 s
“ pam`1,1am`2,2am,1am`1,2ram`1,2am`2,2ram`1,1q
˝ rram`1,1am`2,2am`3,3 ¨ ¨ ¨ am`q´1,q´1bm`q,qs ˝ rram`1,2am`2,3 ¨ ¨ ¨ am`q´1,qcm`q,q`1s
˝ rcm`q,qdm`q,qm`q´1,q´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dm`q,qm`2,2 rdm`q,qm`1,1 sprdm`q,qm`1,1 q´1dm`q,qm`1,1 .
In particular, the latter equality has been obtained by: artificially introducingram`1,2ram`1,2
in between am`1,2 and am`2,3; moving am,1am`1,2ram`1,2 to the left; artificially introducing
am`2,2ram`1,1 and rdm`q,qm`1,1 , with their respective inverses (for all these operations, recall
that all ai,j’s and rai,j’s are involutions!). We can now use (A.4), whose left-hand side
appears in the latter expression. Setting
A :“ am`1,1am`2,2am,1am`1,2ram`1,2am`2,2ram`1,1
for conciseness, we thus obtain:
σm`q,qρm`q,q`1τm`q,q
“A ˝ rcm`q,q`1dm`q,q`1m`q´1,q ¨ ¨ ¨ dm`q,q`1m`2,3 rdm`q,q`1m`1,2 s ˝ rram`1,1am`2,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ am`q´1,q´1cm`q,qs
˝ rram`1,2am`2,3 ¨ ¨ ¨ am`q´2,q´1bm`q´1,qsem`q,q`1m`q,q prdm`q,qm`1,1 q´1dm`q,qm`1,1 .
Let us define B via
B em`q,q`1m`q,q :“ em`q,q`1m`q,q prdm`q,qm`1,1 q´1dm`q,qm`1,1 .
Notice that em`q,q`1m`q,q d
m`q,q
m`1,1 e
m`q,q`1
m`q,q “ dm`q,q`1m`1,1 by definition, and an analogous prop-
erty holds when replacing the d-maps with the corresponding rd. Recalling that the ex-
change maps are involutions, we then have that
B “ pem`q,q`1m`q,q rdm`q,qm`1,1 em`q,q`1m`q,q q´1pem`q,q`1m`q,q dm`q,qm`1,1 em`q,q`1m`q,q q “ prdm`q,q`1m`1,1 q´1dm`q,q`1m`1,1 .
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Continuing to apply the commutative properties of the local maps, we obtain:
σm`q,qρm`q,q`1τm`q,q
“rcm`q,q`1dm`q,q`1m`q´1,q ¨ ¨ ¨ dm`q,q`1m`3,4 s
˝A dm`q,q`1m`2,3 rdm`q,q`1m`1,2 rram`1,1am`2,2 ¨ ¨ ¨ am`q´1,q´1cm`q,qspram`1,2 B am`1,2am,1q
˝ ram,1am`1,2am`2,3 ¨ ¨ ¨ am`q´2,q´1bm`q´1,qsem`q,q`1m`q,q
“rcm`q,q`1dm`q,q`1m`q´1,q ¨ ¨ ¨ dm`q,q`1m`2,3 dm`q,q`1m`1,2 dm`q,q`1m,1 spdm`q,q`1m,1 q´1pdm`q,q`1m`1,2 q´1
˝ pdm`q,q`1m`2,3 q´1 A dm`q,q`1m`2,3 rdm`q,q`1m`1,2 ram`1,1am`2,2ram`1,2 B am`1,2am,1am`2,2am`1,1
˝ ram`1,1am`2,2am`3,3 ¨ ¨ ¨ am`q´1,q´1cm`q,qs ˝ ram,1 ¨ ¨ ¨ am`q´2,q´1bm`q´1,qsem`q,q`1m`q,q .
For the first equality above, we have moved A to the right and B to the left; next, we have
also artificially introduced the maps am`1,2 and am,1 and their inverses, using the fact that
they are involutions. For the second equality, we have first moved ram`1,2 B am`1,2am,1
to the left, and then artificially introduced dm`q,q`1m`2,3 , d
m`q,q`1
m`1,2 , d
m`q,q`1
m,1 , am`2,2, and
am`1,1, with their respective inverses. Recognizing three diagonal maps in the display
above, we then deduce that
σm`q,qρm`q,q`1τm`q,q “ τm`q,q`1 C ρm`q,qσm`q´1,qem`q,q`1m`q,q ,
where
C :“pdm`q,q`1m,1 q´1pdm`q,q`1m`1,2 q´1pdm`q,q`1m`2,3 q´1 A dm`q,q`1m`2,3 rdm`q,q`1m`1,2
˝ram`1,1am`2,2ram`1,2 B am`1,2am,1am`2,2am`1,1 .
Notice that the computations above hold when q ě 3, i.e. n ě 6: recall that such an
assumption was made at the beginning of the inductive argument. In fact, the local maps
involved in the definition of C are well defined only when q ě 3. To conclude (A.1),
it thus remains to show that the above-defined C, which is the composition of twenty-
one local maps (taking into account the definitions of A and B), equals the identity. This
a straightforward, long and tedious “by hand” check, which can be easily carried out
using a software: we have done this via an open access Mathematica package available
at https://github.com/EliaBisi/LocalMaps.
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